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Acoustic band gaps created by rotating square rods in a two-dimensional lattice
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Acoustic band gaps can be opened and tuned by rotating square rods in two-dimensional liquid sonic
crystals. For the systems of mercury rods with square cross section in a water host, the width of lowest gaps
increases as the rotation angle of the square rods increases. But opposite results are found for the inverse
systems of water rods in mercury, where the lowest gaps narrow with an increase in the rotation angle. This
gap-tuning effect becomes more evident with the filling fraction increase. Such an effect should open up a new
way for designing acoustic band gaps in two-dimensional phononic crystals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, there has been growing interes
the propagation of acoustic or elastic wave in periodic ela
composite materials termed phononic crystals@1–13#. Such
artificial crystals can exhibit acoustic/elastic band gaps
which sound and vibration are all forbidden in any directio
The existence of acoustic/elastic band gaps is significan
better understanding the Anderson localization of sound
vibrations in composite media@14#, as well as their numer
ous engineering applications such as acoustic/elastic fil
vibrationless environments for high-precision mechani
systems, and improvements in the design of new transdu

Several methods have been used to study the acou
elastic band structures, such as, the plane-wave expan
~PWE! method @2–4#, the finite difference time domain
~FDTD! method@5–7#, the multiple-scattering theory~MST!
@1,8–10#, and perturbative approach@15#. Various structures
of two-dimensional~2D! phononic crystals were invest
gated. Large acoustic band gaps in square, triangular, b
nitride, and rectangular lattices@2–4,15–17# have been
found, the constituent materials being either solids, or b
fluids ~gases!, or mixed solid-fluid@10–13,15–17#. Since the
superior features of phononic crystals result from
phononic band gap, it is essential to design crystal struc
with a band gap as large as possible. Caballeroet al. @17#
have studied the two-dimensional square and triangular
tices of rigid cylinders in air. By reducing the structure sym
metry, the absolute sonic band gaps can be enlarged.
cently Yun Laiet al. @15# reported that the acoustic band g
can be enlarged or reduced by altering the microstructure
the square lattice of steel cylinders in an air background,
of mercury~water! rods in a water~mercury! host.

The present work is motivated by the similar works
photonic crystals@18# and phononic crystals@19#. Wang
et al. @18# have pointed out that the full photonic band g
could be enlarged by rotating noncircular~square, hexagona
double hybrid, double circular! air rods in dielectric back-
ground. Goffauxet al. @19# have studied the 2D phononi
band gap system consisting of solid and air. In the system
the square solid rods in air, the PWE method can be appr
1063-651X/2002/66~4!/046628~5!/$20.00 66 0466
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mately used well, because of the high-density contrast
tween solid and air. The results show that the acoustic
width increases progressively with the rotation angle incre
ing for each filling fraction and, at a fixed angle, increas
with filling fraction increasing. However, they only consid
ered the case of low solid filling fractionF<0.50, and
pointed out that 45° seems to be the best angle for genera
the largest gap. But in our opinion the air modes for hi
solid filling fraction (F>0.50) can be also calculated by th
PWE method as long asu<uc , whereuc is the limit value
of the rotation angle. Moreover, the acoustic gaps for h
solid filling fraction (F>0.50) will be larger than that larges
gap calculated by Goffauxet al. @19#. For the opposite case
of square air rods in solid host, in order to use the PW
method to calculate the elastic modes, they introduce an
tificial transverse velocity into air. The results show that t
gaps of the elastic modes~transverse and mixed cases! also
increase as the rotation angle enlarges. In this paper, we
sider the 2D liquid phononic crystals composed of wa
~with longitudinal velocitiescl51.48 km/s and densityr
51.03103 kg/m3) and mercury (cl51.45 km/s, r513.5
3103 kg/m3). Both water and mercury have almost th
same wave velocity, and at the same time have high-den
contrast. The advantage of the system lies in that the P
method can be used exactly to calculate the acoustic b
gaps for both the system of mercury in water and the sys
of water in mercury, without consideration of any limit o
rotation angle for a large filling fraction. The results sho
that the lowest gaps increase monotonically as the rota
angle increases for the systems of mercury square rods
water host, and the largest band gap is attained at high fil
fraction with the close-packed limit. But for the system
water square rods in a mercury host, an opposite resu
found; the lowest gaps will decrease monotonically as
rotation angle increases.

The paper is organized as follows. The method and mo
are briefly presented for fluid-fluid binary 2D composite m
dia in Sec. II. We discuss the numerical results in Sec.
and draw conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD AND MODEL

Now we calculate the acoustic band structure by using
plane-wave expansion~PWE! method. In the 2D periodic
©2002 The American Physical Society28-1
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composite media of liquid, only the longitudinal waves a
allowed. The acoustic wave equation can be simplified
follows @2,16#:

1

l

]2p

]t2
5¹S ¹p

r D , ~1!

where l(rW), r(rW), and p are the bulk modulus, the mas
density, and pressure of the fluid, respectively.

The pressurep in Eq. ~1! can be written by the Bloch
theorem as follows:

p~rW !5eikW •rWpkW~rW !, ~2!

wherekW is restricted within the first Brillouin zone~BZ! and
is a periodic function with the same periodic structure
1/l(rW) and 1/r(rW). They can be expanded in Fourier serie

f ~rW !5(
GW

f GW eiGW •rW, ~3!

wheref (rW) stands for 1/l(rW), 1/r(rW), or pkW(rW), and the sum-
mation extends over all the reciprocal vectorsGW . Substitut-
ing them into Eq.~1! yields

(
GW 8

@v2lGW 2GW 8
21

2rGW 2GW 8
21

~KW 1GW !•~KW 1GW 8!#PGW 850. ~4!

Just as pointed out by Sigalaset al. @3#, it is interesting
that we can achieve much better convergence with Eq.~4!
rather than the equivalent wave equation wherel appears in
the right part of the equation. The Fourier coefficientsf GW can
be expanded and simplified for a binary composite as
lows:

FIG. 1. A transverse cross section of the 2D square lattice.
two constituents (A, B) are denoted by the black and white secto
respectively. The filling fraction for componentA is F5(2l/a)2,
where 2l is the edge length of the square rods, anda is the lattice
constant. The model is periodic in thex andy directions but homo-
geneous in thez direction.
04662
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s
:

l-

f GW 5 f A1~11F ! f B , GW 50W ,

or f GW 5~ f A2 f B!I ~GW !, GW Þ0W , ~5!

whereA andB denote the rods and background, respective
For the system of square rods with rotation angleu ~see Fig.
1!, we can easily obtain the structure factorI (GW ) as @18#

I ~GW !5F sinS Gx̃l

Gx̃l
D sinS Gỹl

Gỹl
D , ~6!

Gx̃5Gxcosu1Gysinu,

Gỹ52Gxsinu1Gycosu, ~7!

e
,

FIG. 2. Acoustic band structures for mercury cylinders in a w
ter host. The filling fraction isF50.50: ~a! u50° and ~b! u
545°. The inset shows the first Brillouin zone of the tw
dimensional square lattice. In~b! the hatched region represents
complete band gap.
8-2
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where 2l is the width of square cross section of rods, a
F54l 2/a2 is the filling fraction of rods. In the present a
ticle, we have used 625 reciprocal vectors to do the calc
tion. The results have shown a very good convergence.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we investigate the case of mercury rods in wa
host. The acoustic band structures are shown in Figs. 2~a! for
u50° and 2~b! for u545° at the filling fraction ofF
50.50, respectively. The absolute acoustic band gap d
not exist atu50° in the first ten bands, as shown in Fi
2~a!. More detailed numerical calculations also show th
there is no absolute acoustic band gap between the first
bands for any filling fraction at this orientation@16#. The
configuration can be changed by rotating the square rods
shown in Fig. 2~b!, there are three band gaps among the fi
ten bands. The degeneracy of the first two bands atM point
is lifted; this opens the lowest band gap which is the larg
one among the three band gaps with gap widthDv
51.76c/a and normalized gap widthDv/vg50.52, where
vg is the midgap frequency.

Figure 3 shows the numerical results of the normaliz
gap widthDv/vg of the lowest band gap as a function of th
rotation angleu for six different filling fractionsF50.36,
0.45, 0.50, 0.70, 0.80 and 0.90 in turn. Considering the si
larity between the cases ofu>45° andu<45°, we only give
the results of theu<45° case. One can easily find that th
gaps only appear in a certain range of rotation angleu, the
gaps open atu56.1°, 6.48°, 7.60°, 12.04°, 14.10°, 20.48
respectively, which enlarge gradually as the filling fracti
increases. Meanwhile, the gaps also enlarge as the rot
angleu increase. For filling fractionF50.36, 0.45, and 0.50
the gaps all reach their maxim at the same angleu545°. But
for filling fraction F50.7, 0.80, 0.90, the gaps attain to th
maxim at their corresponding closed-packing angles,
uc533.17°, 26.68°, and 17.91°, with normalized gap wid
Dv/vg50.90, 0.82, and 0.57, respectively. Noticeable is

FIG. 3. The normalized gap width of the lowest band gap as
function of the rotation angle for five different filling fractionsF
50.36, 0.45, 0.50, 0.58, and 0.72, respectively.
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fact that, whenF50.70, the gap appears in the largest ro
tion angleu range from 7.60° to 33.17° as well as the large
normalized gap widthDv/vg50.90. The angle range an
the maximum gaps narrow gradually whenF>0.70, while
the angle range and maximum gaps broaden whenF<0.70
asF increases.

A similar system of mercury rods in water, but with th
circular cross section, has been reported@16#, the results
show that the largest band gapDv/vg50.707 appears at the
close-packing valueF50.785. So it is a very effective ap
proach for us to obtain even large band gaps by the me
nism of rotating the square rods for the systems of hi
density rods in low-density host.

As a comparison, we also investigate the case of wa
square rods in mercury host. The acoustic band structure
shown in Fig. 4~a! for u50° and 4~b! for u545° at the
filling fraction of F50.50, respectively. There are four ban
gaps among the first ten bands foru50° as shown in Fig.

e

FIG. 4. Acoustic band gaps of water in mercury. The fillin
fraction isF50.50: ~a! u50° and~b! u545°. The hatched region
represents a complete band gap.
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4~a!, and the lowest gap, which is also the largest one,
gap widthDv52.51c/a and normalized gap widthDv/vg
50.82. But foru545°, as shown in Fig. 4~b!, there are three
band gaps among first ten bands, and the lowest gap, w
is also the largest one, with gap widthDv51.79c/a and a
normalized widthDv/vg50.52. This result shows that th
gap width is narrower atu545° then atu50°, which is
different from the case of the mercury in water. In Fig. 5 w
also have examined the variation of the normalized g
width with rotation angleu for six different filing fraction of
F50.09, 0.16, 0.36, 0.50, 0.60 and 0.72, respectively.
have found that the normalized gap width will decrease m

FIG. 5. Dependence of the normalized gap width of the acou
band gap on the rotation angle for six different filling fractionsF
50.09, 0.16, 0.36, 0.50, 0.60, and 0.73, respectively.
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notonously as the rotation angleu increases. Furthermore
the difference of the normalized gap width betweenu50°
andu545° will be V'0.01, 0.02, 0.06, 0.30, 0.47, and 0.5
for those six filling fractions, respectively. This infers th
the effect of the rotation angle on the gap width will b
gradually reduced as filling fractionF decreases.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown that the dependence of
malized gap width on the rotation angle in 2D liqu
phononic crystals. In the systems of mercury square rod
the water host, i.e., the case of high-density rods in a lo
density host, the acoustic band gaps enlarge gradually
increasing the rotation angle. For each filling fractionF
<0.50, the maximum acoustic band gaps all appear at
same valueu545°, otherwise for filling fractionF>0.50,
they are attained at angleuc , the largest angle dependent
the filling fraction. And the largest band gap is achieved a
high filling fraction F50.70. In contrary, for the systems o
water rods in mercury, that is the case of low-density rods
a high-density host, the acoustic band gaps narrow gradu
with the filling fraction increasing. Because the ratio betwe
the normalized gap width and rotation angle increases w
the filling fraction for both mercury in water and water
mercury, it implies that the higher the filling fraction, th
more evident the gap-tuning effect.
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